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Katie: kwalters.hosanna@comcast.net
Upcoming activities:
Tuesday, July 21, CABIA monthly support group. Ice
cream social and open discussion about plans for
future support group activities. Come prepared to
share ideas and to talk about what you want to gain
from your involvement in CABIA.
Wednesday, July 22, Afternoon movies at Hamilton
Place. Cinderella. We’ll leave at 12:45. Tickets on
us, snacks on you.

Saturday, July 25, St. Alban’s Men’s Group pancake
breakfast.
Left, Terry and former Faith
House
resident
Josh
Swartz, combine for a duet
of the classic “I’ve got you,
Babe” at the talent show
finale at Zoo Camp. Below, after the performance,
Hosanna residents enjoyed
the ice cream sundae
feast.

Left, Hope House
resident Carolyn enjoys reading on the
front porch after dinner, despite the recent blistering high
temperatures.
HAVE YOU SEEN THE
GARDEN LATELY??

In today’s issue, I am trying Connor’s
to make you think positively.
By presenting you with several different
analogies / comparisons / quotes, I’m
hopefully going to turn on your brain switch
if an effort to help you determine how to
help others. That is, after all, one of our primary reasons of being here on earth,, isn’t
it? With that being noted, here are a couple
of comments to start your journey of thinking
how you can help others positively.

Corner

Friday, July 24, Nightfall concert. This week’s headline act is Band of Heathens.

Susan: srdistefano@comcast.net

1. Isn’t it interesting that everyone wants to
be your friend when you have something
they want?
2. Have you noticed that people with goals
succeed because they know right they
are going?
Finally, because I have and will continue to
stress the importance of being and remaining happy in life, I’ll end today’s issue with
this observation and declaration:

3. A happy person does not have everything right in his or her life, honestly, they
just happen to have the right attitude
about it.
I feel like singing: “That’s my story and I’m
sticking to it.”
“Broom” Roberts

